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It is our right to live peacefully in this world. We have to respect others in order for us to
be respected too, that's the most important of all. Following The Commandments of our
Almighty God and the rules and regulations that our government had promulgated is acquiring of
what we called peace.
Peace means the absence of war at the certain area or country. Do we have peace in our
country nowadays? because as what I can see, many of innocent civilian people died because of
a nonsense war. Obviously their right to live as human being had been violated. A life without
peace is not a life anymore for we cannot enjoy or we cannot have our right at all. We cannot go
shopping or enjoy ourselves together with our family because we are afraid to be hit by a bullet
from somewhere.
Peace is not hard to be acquired if we will just respect one another. Acquiring or creating
a war is not a solution to any grudge that our government and the opposite has, instead it just
worsen the situation. They have different goals and wishes that each one of them want to achieve.
The opposite side wants to take revenge because they believe that their right as human had
violated by some government officials. The conflict between the two opposing groups diverts
peace and unity into war. Now try to ask yourself, does war is really a solution to conflicts or
problems that we have.
Peace will be acquired by each of us when we have peace in ourselves first. We have to
identify who we are and what we live for. We have to consider respect the beliefs of the others
because conflict starts when we people don't understand each other.
One cannot be at peace with others and the world if he/she is not at peace with
himself/herself. Many people find themselves in trouble with others because of their inability to
control themselves. They can't control themselves to stay calm when they are in the middle of
pressure.
Human right, on the other hand is very essential to everyone since we are born in this
world as equal even though some of us are not equal in terms of money and power. Justice
should be serving to the people fairly regardless to their status in life. But I don't think there is
fair in justice nowadays since most of the justice is only favorable to those who are rich and
famous. In this case we can obviously say that the rights of those people who are involved in this
situation are being violated. They didn't know some other way to have the justice so they made a
move that show to the government that they are worthy to have fair justice. The conflict starts
there. These truth hurts but then we must face the reality that it is also our wrong doing that starts
a misunderstanding that sometimes leads to a war. A war that persists causes damages to some
valuable properties and made an economy fall.
We can only say that peace is hard to be acquired if we are as greedy and not respectful
to other people. It is hard for the rest because they want to see the others suffer. They live for
their own advantages even though they'll take away the dignity of others who can't fight against
them through money and power but through force and in a violent way.

It is common between the rich and poor people. The rich and powerful people want to
become richer and powerful so they will force the poor to do things that are against their will.
The poor person wants to have justice but oftentimes they can't find justice in this world.

